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On the magnetosensitivity of lipid peroxidation:
two- versus three-radical dynamics†
Chris Sampson, Robert H. Keens and Daniel R. Kattnig *
We present a theoretical analysis of the putative magnetosensitivity of lipid peroxidation. We focus on
the widely accepted radical pair mechanism (RPM) and a recently suggested idea based on spin
dynamics induced in three-radical systems by the mutual electron–electron dipolar coupling (D3M). We
show that, contrary to claims in the literature, lipid peroxides, the dominant chain carriers of the autoxidation
process, have associated non-zero hyperfine coupling interactions. This suggests that their recombination
could, in principle, be magnetosensitive due to the RPM. While the RPM indeed goes a long way to
explaining magnetosensitivity in these systems, we show that the simultaneous interaction of three
peroxyl radicals via the D3M can achieve larger magnetic field effects (MFE), even if the third radical is
remote from the recombining radical pair. For randomly oriented three-radical systems, the D3M
induces a low-field effect comparable to that of the RPM. The mechanism furthermore immunizes the
spin dynamics to the presence of large exchange coupling interactions in the recombining radical pair,
thereby permitting much larger MFE at magnetic field intensities comparable to the geomagnetic field
than would be expected for the RPM. Based on these characteristics, we suggest that the D3M could be
particularly relevant for MFE at low fields, provided that the local radical concentration is sufficient to
allow for three-spin radical correlations. Eventually, our observations suggest that MFEs could intricately
depend on radical concentration and larger effects could ensue under conditions of oxidative stress.
1 Introduction
Most chemical reactions are insensitive to the weak magnetic
fields that pervade our everyday surroundings.1 An exception to
this rule is the recombination of radical pairs, which depends on
the overall electron spin of the reactants.1,2 As a consequence of
weak magnetic interactions modulating the overall spin of the
radicals, the associated recombination yields are, at least in
principle, susceptible to the strength and direction of external
magnetic fields.1,3–6 The so-called radical pair mechanism (RPM)
provides a comprehensive framework for the theoretical description
of the spin dynamics that underpin these processes.1,2,4,7–12 The
resulting magnetic field effects (MFEs) have been widely studied,
both experimentally and theoretically.13–16 The RPM is the leading
explanation for certain forms of animal magnetoreception, with
the avian migratory compass being a notable example.4,17–19
Unexpectedly, in view of its reigning in a hot and noisy biological
environment, truly quantum effects have been suggested to
reinforce the sensitivity of this compass.19–21 This observation
makes the RPM an important contender in the emerging field of
quantum biology.22
The RPM involves the formation of a radical pair, which can
be geminate, i.e., formed in an elementary reaction, typically
from diamagnetic precursors, or as an F-pair, i.e., resulting from
a random encounter of radicals.1,2,4,7–12 Once formed, these
radical pairs tend to be short-lived, but show reactivity that is
controlled by spin dynamics. They can coherently interconvert
between electronic singlet and triplet states under the action of
magnetic interactions and inter-radical interactions such as the
exchange coupling. Specifically, the mixing of the electron spin
states can occur by the difference in the Zeeman precession
frequency (Dg mechanism) or the interaction with magnetic
nuclei within the radicals (hyperfine mechanism). It is most
efficient if the singlet and triplet energy levels become quasi
degenerate, e.g., for distances at which the exchange coupling has
decayed. As an external magnetic field can impact the relative
energy of the energy levels or, in the case of the Dg mechanism,
impact directly upon the mixing term, the population of the spin
states and their coherent interconversion becomes magneto-
sensitive. As a result of spin-selective recombination reactions,
these MFE on spin dynamics can eventually be reflected in
product/recombination yields. More details are found in ref. 1,
2, 4 and 7–12.
Remarkable magnetosensitive phenomena can also emerge
from systems comprising three radicals instead of the conventional
radical pair. If the dominant interaction among the radicals is their
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exchange coupling, this leads to the field of spin catalysis, which
has been reviewed in ref. 23. If, on the other hand, the function
of the third radical is predominantly to scavenge one of the
radicals of the original pair in a spin-selective side reaction, the
‘‘chemical Zeno effect’’ becomes observable, which has recently
been hypothesized to boost the sensitivity of the avian magnetic
compass.24–26 As the scavenging reaction immunizes the dynamics
to fast spin relaxation in one of the radicals, this scavenging
mechanism provides the realistic prospect of MFEs from systems
involving swiftly relaxing species, such as superoxide, which, in
radical pair reactions, preclude sensitivity to magnetic fields of
moderate intensities (i.e., the mT-range).25,27,28 Recently, we have
shown that, in systems of three or more radicals, MFEs can also
result from the mutual electron–electron dipolar coupling alone.29
This is noteworthy as this process could, thus, elicit MFEs in the
absence of hyperfine interactions and differences in radical
g-factors, which are the corner stones of the dyadic RPM.
Furthermore, the MFE persists in this new formalism for fields
comparable to that of the geomagnetic field. For convenience of
the subsequent discussion, we will henceforth refer to the
dipolar coupling mechanism in three-radical systems as D3M.
We have previously suggested that the D3M could underpin
the putative magnetosensitivity of lipid autoxidation, i.e., the
oxidative degradation of lipids.29 Lipid peroxidation proceeds
by a free-radical chain mechanism that involves peroxyl radicals
as the main chain carriers.30–35 The chain reaction is initiated by
abundant oxidising agents such as reactive oxygen species
(ROS), which include superoxide O2
 and the hydroxyl radical
OH.36–39 The latter species can be formed through the Fenton
reaction from hydrogen peroxide H2O2.
40 The reaction scheme
shown in Fig. 1A, summarizes the most important reactions that
account for initiation, propagation, termination and degenerate
chain branching.32 Due to the ease of abstracting bis-allylic
hydrogen atoms, poly un-saturated fatty acids are particularly
susceptible to radical attack and, thus, are key to the process.
Many review articles describe lipid autoxidation in great
detail and the reader is referred to those for a more in-depth
discussion.30,41–43 Many experimental studies exist that have
demonstrated that lipid autoxidation is sensitive to magnetic
fields, and a correlation between MFE and levels of oxidative
stress has been implicated.44–46 The body of evidence includes
the level of lipid peroxidation in rats blood,34 brains,14 and
lymphocytes,47,48 as well as guinea pigs,49 mouse brains,50,51 and
in radish seeds.35 A few in vitro studies have been conducted on
simpler model systems, yet the mechanistic details behind the
results have remained elusive. Landoulsi et al.52 have used
bacterial strain P. aeruginosa and mutants thereof, and found that
the level of lipid peroxidation increased when the bacteria were
exposed to a 200 mT static magnetic field. Takashima et al.53
found that exposing HL-60 cells to a combination of H2O2 and a
weak (5 mT) magnetic field promotes cell death. Furthermore, it
has been shown that by applying a steadymagnetic field of 8mT to
liposomes from 1,2-dioleoylphosphatidylcholine, the rate of lipid
peroxidation can be increased.33 Kabuto et al.51 showed that, for
field strengths between 2 and 4 mT, static magnetic fields actually
had an inhibitory effect on iron-induced lipid peroxidation,
however, the autoxidation of linoleic acid was increased in a
high field of 9.4 T.54 These fields are evidently stronger than
most of the weak background fields of our everyday surroundings.
However, even background fields can cause an increase in
oxidative stress.55
As detailed in the reaction scheme in Fig. 1A, the chain-
carrying peroxyl radicals are typically formed through the reaction
of highly reactive carbon-centred radicals withmolecular oxygen or
through degenerate chain-branching (reactions III and IV in
Fig. 1A). Although slow, the degenerate chain branching step gives
way to interesting non-linear dynamics. If its rate approaches the
rate of termination, a process, vividly described as chain ignition,
can result in a strong increase in radical concentrations.56
Kipriyanov et al.57 have suggested that small alterations of the
radical recombination efficiency could induce bifurcation transi-
tions of bistable steady states. As a consequence, a small effect
putatively exerted by magnetic fields on the chain branching
reaction could, at least in principle, induce huge (by three orders
of magnitude) changes in radical concentrations. It has been
argued that the RPM cannot predict a MFE on the symmetric
recombination of peroxyl radicals, because Dg = 0 and no
hyperfine interactions could be expected, as the spin density of
peroxyl radicals centres on the terminal oxygen, for which all
magnetic isotopes have insignificant natural abundance (for 17O,
I = 5/2, but its abundance is only 0.037%). Consequently, previous
studies have associated magnetosensitivity with reactions other
Fig. 1 (A) Key reaction steps in lipid peroxidation: initiation (I and II),
propagation (III), degenerate-chain branching (IV) and termination (V–VII).
The different Ps stand for diamagnetic termination products. R represents a
lipid backbone. (B) The radical pair mechanism (orange section) specifically
linked to lipid peroxidation in this example. The dashed arrows indicate the
action of the EED interaction with a third radical, which may induce MFE via
the D3M. kdiff indicates the diffusive encounter rate constant. For random
encounters of radicals, the ratio of triplet to singlet encounter is 3 : 1.
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than the recombination of themost abundant peroxyl radicals.33,57,58
The same ideas appear to apply to the oxidation of hydrocarbons by
molecular oxygen.58 Motivated by the evidence highlighted
above, here we present a theoretical study of the RPM and the
D3M in the context of lipid autoxidation. For reasons that will
become apparent below, we focus on the recombination of the
main chain carriers, the lipid peroxyl radicals.
2 The model
The aim of this work is the assessment of the RPM and the D3M
with respect to plausibility and relative importance. In particular,
we provide a toy model, which aims to provide a first under-
standing, while (necessarily) neglecting many of the intricacies of
true reactive radical encounters in membranes. We focus on the
recombination of lipid peroxyl radicals (reaction (V)), because
estimates based on established rate constants identify RO2 as
the most abundant and long-lived (half-life of around 17 s)
radical species.59 Fig. 1B gives a schematic of the considered
recombination process. The radicals are assumed to encounter as
F-pairs, i.e., with a random initial spin configuration. Recombination
in the singlet state can give rise to the formation of diamagnetic
products via an unstable tetroxide intermediate (Russellmechanism,
reaction (V) in Fig. 1A).60 The radicals can undergo singlet–triplet
interconversion due to non-zero hyperfine interactions with mag-
netic nuclei (RPM) or the catalytic effect of a third radical interacting
with the primary radical pair through the electron–electron dipolar
interaction (D3M). If the inter-radical distance is small, this process
will be influenced by the exchange interaction.29,61 These coherent
processes potentially imprint a magnetic field sensitivity on the
recombination yield.
Due to the spin density of the peroxyl radicals centering on
the terminal oxygen, for which all magnetic isotopes have
insignificant natural abundance (while for 17O I = 5/2 its
abundance is only 0.037%), the RPM has been deemed insufficient
for the process shown in Fig. 1B. As a consequence, previous studies
in this area have associated magnetosensitivity with reactions that
do not involve the abundant peroxyl radicals.57,62
Inmore detail, ourmodel is based on the following observations.
We consider peroxyl radicals as rigid cylindrical bodies. Based on
the known membrane area per lipid of 0.7 nm2 for 1-palmitoyl-2-
oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospholipids63 and a presumed hexagonal
densest packing of the cylindrical lipids in the membrane
(packing density of circles on a hexagonal lattice: p
ffiffiffi
3
p
=6), we
estimate an effective lipid radius of R = 4.5 Å. Assuming
furthermore that the hydrophobic peroxyl groups aggregate at
the membrane interior, we can neglect the difference in vertical
position of the radical functionalities across the membrane.
This yields an essentially two-dimensional model of circular
‘‘peroxyl radicals’’ on the membrane plane.
We employ a simple Hamiltonian to calculate the singlet
yield based on multiple parameters, such as the hyperfine,
dipolar, exchange and Zeeman interactions. The Hamiltonian
takes the form:
Hˆ = Hˆhfi + Hˆze + Hˆdp + Hˆex, (1)
where Hˆhfi represents the hyperfine interaction, Hˆze represents
the Zeeman terms, Hˆdp represents the electron–electron dipolar
interaction between radicals and finally Hˆex is the Hamiltonian
representing the exchange interaction. The interaction of the
magnetic field with the nuclei is not included, as it is negligible
compared to any of the considered interactions. The functional
form for the hyperfine interaction is:
H^hfi ¼
XN
i¼1
Xni
j
aij I^ij  S^i; (2)
where i labels a radical, Sˆi is the spin vector operator for
electron i, N is the total number of radicals in the system, ni
is the number of coupled nuclei in radical i and Iˆij is the nuclear
spin vector operator of nucleus j in radical i. aij is the related
hyperfine coupling constant. The Zeeman Hamiltonian describes
the interaction of the electron spins with the magnetic field and has
the following form (in angular frequency units):
H^ze ¼ x 
XN
i¼1
S^i; (3)
where x is equal to
gmB
h
B0 with B0 denoting the applied
magnetic field. Here, we have assumed identical radicals, each
of which is associated with the same g-factor of gE 2. mB is the
Bohr magneton and h is the reduced Planck’s constant.
The dipolar interaction between electrons is calculated by
the point-dipolar approximation:
H^dp ¼
XN
io j
S^i Dij  S^j (4)
= d(|rij|)[SˆiSˆj  3(Sˆinij)(Sˆjnij)], (5)
where
dðrÞ ¼ m0g
2mB
2
4phr3
; (6)
rij is the vector connecting radicals i and j and nij is the unit
vector parallel to rij.
Finally, the exchange Hamiltonian used is as follows:
H^ex ¼
XN
io j
J rij
   1
2
þ 2S^i  S^j
 
; (7)
where i and j label radicals, and J(|rij|) is the exchange coupling
constant between the ith and jth radicals.
For the work presented here, we have assumed that the
system is generated in a random encounter, i.e., r^ð0Þ / 1^. To
calculate the recombination yields, we followed a process
similar to that laid out in ref. 64, i.e., by solving the stochastic
Liouville equation of the form:
dr^ðtÞ
dt
¼ i½H^; r^ðtÞ  ½K^; r^ðtÞþ  ker^ðtÞ; (8)
where the spin-selective recombination is treated using the
Haberkorn approach.65,66 ke is the escape rate constant, which
accounts for the diffusive separation of the N-radical system
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into the bulk, scavenging and decay processes and all non-
recombination processes in an effective manner; [,]+ indicates
the anticommutator and Kˆ is given by
K^ ¼
X
i; j
kP rij
  
2
P^
ðSÞ
ij ; (9)
where kP(|rij|) represents the singlet recombination rate constant
between radicals i and j (the left depopulation process at the
bottom of in Fig. 1B). The projection operator onto the singlet
state is:
P^
ðSÞ
ij ¼
1
4
1^ S^i  S^j : (10)
In terms of the operator
Aˆ = Hˆ  iKˆ (11)
the time-dependent density matrix is given by
r^(t) = exp(ket) exp(iAˆt)r^(0) exp(+iAˆ†t). (12)
Eqn (12) can be evaluated by finding the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of Aˆ. Denoting the former by l and the latter by
T, the time integral over r^(t) is given by:ð1
0
r^ijðtÞdt ¼
X
k;l;m;n
Ti;k T
1 
k;l
r^ð0Þl;m T1
 
k;m
Tj;n
1
ke þ i lk  lkð Þ:
(13)
From this, we can calculate the recombination yield according to:
fP ¼ 2Tr
ð1
0
r^ðtÞdtK^
 	
: (14)
In order to quantify the effect the magnetic field has on
the recombination yield, we define the MFE (wP), which is
calculated by:
wP B0ð Þ ¼
fP B0ð Þ  fPð0Þ
fPð0Þ
; (15)
where fP(B0) is the recombination yield at a magnetic field B0
and fP(0) is the recombination yield at zero field.
In general, the MFE depends on the relative position of the
radicals and the orientation of the magnetic field. This is a
consequence of the dependence of the electron–electron dipolar
(EED) interaction on ri,j as given in eqn (5) and the distance
dependence of the exchange coupling constants and recombination
rate constants. Here, we assume an exponential distance
dependence for the latter parameters:
kP(r) = kP,0 exp(b(r  2R)) (16)
and similarly
J(r) = J0 exp(b(r  2R)), (17)
with R denoting the lipid radius. We use a common decay
length b = 1.4 Å1 for all exchange and rate terms.
We estimate that the lateral diffusional displacement of
lipids is sufficiently small in a biological membrane to neglect
it during the short timespan considered here (100 ns) to give
rise to the MFEs. We furthermore estimate that the spin-rotational
relaxation of the lipids considered as rigid bodies is slower than
the characteristic time for the MFEs, as the rotational tumbling
motion is sufficiently slow. See the ESI† for an in-depth discussion
of these simplifying assumptions.
3 Results
3.1 Hyperfine coupling constants in lipid peroxyl radicals
In order to assess the possibility of hyperfine-mediated MFEs in
the pairwise recombination of peroxyl radicals (reaction (V) in
Fig. 1A), we have calculated the hyperfine coupling constants
of selected peroxyl radicals using density functional theory.
The basis set EPR-III and the exchange–correlation functional
B3LYP have been used; details are summarized in the ESI†
(Fig. S1). This analysis was undertaken despite discouraging
claims that the hyperfine-derived MFEs are out of the question
for RO2, as the spin density was exclusively concentrated on
non-magnetic oxygen atoms.57,62 Surprisingly, our study of two
peroxyl radicals derived from the unsaturated fatty acid linoleic
acid suggests that this is not the case. Marked hyperfine inter-
actions of the order of 10 MHz have been found for the vicinal
hydrogen atom, i.e., the hydrogen atom at the location of the
peroxyl group. Two different locations of the peroxide group
were tested: carbon 9 and 13, and the stereochemistry of the
adjacent double bonds was chosen as e and z, and z and e,
respectively (see Fig. 2). Herein we refer to these lipids as 9ez
and 13ze. Based on product analyses, these radicals are
expected to be central intermediates of the lipid autoxidation
of linoleic acid and its derivative lipids.30 We have systematically
scanned the dihedral angle that the peroxide group makes with
the backbone. This analysis suggests that the rotation is signifi-
cantly hindered, even at T = 310 K. The high energy configurations
are 6.8 and 4.8 kJ mol1 above the most stable rotamers of 9ez and
13ze, respectively. The Boltzmann weighted average hyperfine
coupling parameters have been evaluated and are summarized
in the ESI.† For 9ez, the dominant hyperfine interaction at the
vicinal hydrogen is characterised by a nearly axial tensor with
an isotropic value of 13.5 MHz and anisotropy 14.8 MHz. For
13ze, the isotropic contribution and the anisotropy evaluate to
10.3 MHz and 14.6 MHz, respectively. In addition to the vicinal
hydrogen atoms, a few of the hydrogen atoms in the neighbourhood
of the peroxyl group exhibit small hyperfine interactions (see Fig. 2).
The isotropic values of these additional interactions are smaller
than 1 MHz in absolute value; the largest principal values approach
6 MHz (see Fig. S1, ESI†). Below, we will consider the effect of the
isotropic hyperfine coupling constant of the vicinal proton on the
MFEs. We will for now disregard the anisotropic components for
two reasons: firstly, the anisotropies are expected to be reduced by
the molecular motion. For example, fast rotation of 13ze about the
axis of the carbon chain would reduce the anisotropy from 14.6MHz
to 4.4 MHz (see ESI† for details, Fig. S2 and S3). Secondly,
considering anisotropic hyperfine interactions would unreasonably
complicate the discussion, which here is focused on qualitative
description rather than the quantitative reproduction of a
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particular MFE. In particular, all calculations would depend on
a multitude of parameters describing the relative orientation
and their internal and rigid body dynamics. Even if this is
desirable for a future study, these parameters cannot currently
be described in sufficient detail to warrant this calculation.
3.2 MFE in radical pairs (RPM)
In Fig. 3 we summarize the typical field-dependence of the
recombination yield for the encounter of two or three RO2
radicals. Our model calculations followed the general layout as
discussed above. In the pair-wise reaction of identical radicals
(N = 2), MFEs can only ensue from the hyperfine-induced spin
evolution. The electron–electron dipole (EED) interaction and
the exchange interaction do not mix singlet and triplet states
and no magnetosensitivity can ensue from their sole action.
However, the large hyperfine interaction from the vicinal proton
does provide an unexpected magnetosensitive pathway. This is
evident from our model calculations taking into account the
isotropic components as derived in the previous section. In fact,
if it were the only spin-coupling mechanism (Fig. 3, left, grey
lines), large MFEs with equally large low-field effects (LFE) would
be expected. The sign of the saturated MFE is negative as
expected for an F-pair with dominant recombination efficiency
in the singlet configuration, i.e., the magnetosensitive spin
dynamics resemble that of the triplet-born radical pair. The
LFE results from altered S–T0-mixing due to altered conservation
quantities in the presence and absence of magnetic fields.9,10,67
Its large size, as revealed by Fig. 3 (left), is in line with the
Fig. 3 MFE for two- and three-radical systems. Two radicals are always considered at contact, i.e., at a distance of 9 Å, and thus able to recombine. In
the three-radical systems (panels B and C), the third radical position is scanned across the membrane plane with excluded volume effects taken into
account. For the two-radical system (panel A), dashed lines indicate an isotropic hyperfine constant of 10.3 MHz for the vicinal proton; blue solid lines
represent 13.5 MHz. Interactions within the Hamiltonian have been included according to the legend. In the three-radical system (panels B and C), the
blue solid lines indicate the maximum MFE with the location of C varied. Similarly, the red solid lines indicate the minimum. Panel C applies to the MFE
calculated from the mean recombination yields of systems randomly oriented with respect to the magnetic field. In each case, we considered the
exclusion of (solid lines) and inclusion of (dashed lines) the hyperfine coupling with a coupling constant of 10.3 MHz (right). For B, the black dashed and
dashes-dotted lines indicate the maximal and minimal (most negative) MFEs resulting from the third spin in contact with the radical pair. kP,0 = 0.2 ns
1
and ke = 0.01 ns
1.
Fig. 2 (A) The structure of the isomers 9ez (top) and 13ze (bottom) of the linoleic acid peroxyl radical. Labels indicate the Boltzmann-weighted average
isotropic hyperfine constant (T = 310 K) as the peroxyl group rotates. All coupling constants are shown in MHz. (B) 3D model of the 13ze isomer with
graphical representations of the hyperfine interactions. The left structure illustrates the hyperfine coupling constants at T = 310 K; the right structure
shows the hyperfine interaction of the vicinal proton under the assumption that fast rotation about the carbon backbone (axis shown as black line)
averages the hyperfine interaction (see Fig. S3, ESI†).
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simplicity of the spin system as derived above. More complex
systems with many coupled nuclear spins typically yield smaller
LFEs.68,69 For radical pairs in membranes, however, lateral
diffusion is slow compared to the spin evolution. Hence the
EED is not averaged out by molecular motion and its effect of
enlarging the singlet–triplet energy gap has a damping effect on
the MFEs. For the magnetic field perpendicular to the membrane
plane, the LFE is completely suppressed (Fig. 3, left, blue lines).
Conversely, for ensembles of randomly oriented two-radical
systems, the LFE is preserved (Fig. 3, left, yellow lines), albeit
shifted to larger field intensities. In any case, marked MFEs for
B0 o 1 mT appear possible. This is particularly true as our
assumption of radicals at contact is expected to overestimate the
effective electron–electron dipolar coupling. For a magnetic field
comparable to the geomagnetic field (50 mT), MFEs of 3 
105 are predicted by our model (compared to 0.011 without
electron–electron dipolar coupling), when using 10.3 MHz for the
hyperfine coupling constant. Effects of the exchange interaction
are discussed below.
3.3 MFE caused or modulated by three-radical interactions
In three-spin systems, MFEs can ensue even in the absence of
hyperfine coupling interactions from the electron–electron
dipolar coupling. This effect has been shown to elicit remark-
able low-field sensitivity and magnetic field dependencies that can
differ from those inflicted by the RPM.29 As in the recombination
of RO2 radicals, the dipolar coupling is the dominant interaction,
and we expected the D3M to strongly impact upon MFEs in lipid
autoxidation. Hence, we have explored this possibility for a range
of different scenarios.
In general, we have assumed that two radicals, henceforth
referred to as A and B, are at contact and investigated the effect
of a third radical, radical C, in relation to its position. Fig. 4
shows the MFE on the recombination yield as a function of the
location of C for the magnetic field oriented perpendicular to
the membrane plane. Graphs are displayed for the field inten-
sities 50 mT, 1 mT and 10 mT. Additional data for 100 mT are
shown in the ESI† (Fig. S4); the MFEs at 100 mT are similar to
those at 10 mT, however larger. Here, we have placed radical A
at the coordinate (R,0) and radical B at (R,0) of the membrane
plane, with R = 4.5 Å denoting the particle radius. Results are
shown for the first quadrant; the MFEs for the other quadrants
are related by symmetry. The excluded region surrounding the
origin is inaccessible to radical C (likewise of radius R) due to
the finite size of the lipid radicals.
The left column of Fig. 4 highlights the effect of the dipolar
coupling by equating the hyperfine terms to zero. Evidently, large
MFE are induced by the mere presence of the third radical. The
effects are maximal for radical C positioned away from contact
by approximately 3 Å. In particular, isosceles triangular arrange-
ments of the radicals with a triangle height of approximately
12 Å appear to yield large |wP|. For selected positions of radical C,
the MFEs are larger than those found for the radical pair model
with hyperfine-induced spin mixing. The maximal MFEs amount
to 0.063%, 9.03% and 41.9% in absolute value for the three
shown field intensities, 50 mT, 1 mT and 10 mT, respectively.
While the figures bring to light the locations of the maximal
MFEs, the large effects overwhelm the feature that significant
MFEs can also ensue from rather remote C radicals. For example,
for a magnetic field intensity of 10 mT, wP = 6.5% results with C
at (20 Å, 20 Å), a remarkable 25.3 Å = 5.6R away from the next
closest radical. The inherent reactivity of C is inconsequential
everywhere but at the boundary of the excluded volume region. If
C is assumed unreactive, the negative MFEs at this contact region
are further enhanced (as is shown in the Fig. S5, ESI†). A minimal
wR of 63.3% at 100 mT is then achievable compared to 47.9%
for reactive C.
If the isotropic hyperfine interactions are re-engaged, the
location dependence of the MFE reflects the simultaneous
effects of the RPM and the D3M. With the noteworthy exception
of the low-field region, the predominant effect of the RPM is the
introduce a non-zero MFE when the radical C is moved great
distances away from the radical pair (see Fig. 4, right column
for B0 Z 1 mT). Other than that, the features of the D3M are
still widely present for small C separations. While the MFEs
here again exceed those predicted for the RPM alone, the
presence of the hyperfine interactions slightly attenuates the
MFEs compared to the D3M-only scenario. In particular, for
B0 = 100 mT we find a MFE of maximal absolute value of
43.0% instead of 47.9% from above. This discussion applies
Fig. 4 Dependence of the MFE wP in a three-radical system on the
position of radical C. The vicinal, isotropic hyperfine interaction has been
considered (right, a = 10.3 MHz) or disregarded (left). The magnetic field is
perpendicular to the plane of the membrane and the field strengths are
(from top to bottom) 50 mT, 1 mT and 10 mT. Simulation parameters:
kP,0 = 0.2 ns
1 for all pairs of radicals, ke = 0.01 ns
1 and J = 0. wm, the
maximal absolute value of each MFE, is reported for each sub-panel. The
colour bar extends from wm to wm.
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to moderate to large field intensities (B0Z 1 mT). At 50 mT the
situation is more interesting: as is evident from Fig. 4 (top right
panel), the dipolar coupling with radical C facilitates comparably
large and positive MFEs even for large distances (maximal
|wR| = 0.066%); this entails a sign inversion and more than
20-fold increase in magnitude with respect to the RPM-only
MFE (0.003%). The large spatial extent of the dipolar coupling
effect is revealed here in the sign change occurring at approximately
44 Å, above which the RPM-induced effect becomes dominant.
Here, we have assumed ai = 10.3 MHz as suggested for 13ze by
our DFT calculations. Qualitatively agreeing conclusions can be
drawn for aiso = 13.5 MHz, i.e., 9ez (see Fig. S4, ESI†).
In order to concisely characterize the field dependence of wP
whilst withholding the complexity resulting from the position
dependence of the D3M, we shall focus on the extremal (i.e., the
largest positive and smallest negative) MFEs. Fig. 3 (middle and
right) gives a representation of the supremal and infimal MFEs
over all C locations as a function of the magnetic field intensity.
We here focus on two pertinent scenarios: D3M-only (a = 0) and
the mixed scenario with both the hyperfine interaction (HFI)
and EED included. The HFI-only situation is shown in the ESI†
(Fig. S6). It merely serves to elaborate on the effect of the hyperfine
interaction, but cannot be physically realized as the electron–
electron dipolar coupling does not average out by molecular
motion in membranes, at least not on the relevant time-scale.
Comparing the D3M-only and the mixed-mechanism calculations,
it is obvious that in the three-radical systems the electron–electron
dipolar coupling is the dominant interaction. While the hyperfine
interaction has a small damping effect on the D3M, it also moves
the positive MFE-peak to a smaller magnetic field intensity of
1.87 mT. Surprisingly, the MFEs generated by the D3M (in the
absence or presence of additional hyperfine interactions) can
exceed those of the hypothetical HFI-only scenario (Fig. S6,
ESI†), or the effects predicted for isolated radical pairs (Fig. 3,
left). In Fig. 3, we have also indicated the minimal and maximal
MFE that results from the three radicals in (pairwise) contact
(dashed black lines). This analysis suggests that the extremal
negative MFEs are generated by the D3M from configurations
with radical C offset from the AB-radical pair. On the contrary,
the maximal positive MFEs are typically generated with C in
contact with one or both of the radicals. These findings are in
line with the exemplary position dependencies shown in Fig. 4.
As the orientational average of the electron–electron dipolar
interaction is zero, the question arises to what extent the D3M can
elicit MFEs for ensembles of randomly oriented spin systems. The
answer to this question is provided by Fig. 5, which shows the
dependence of the orientationally averagedMFE on the position of
radical C. The data clearly show that substantial MFEs arise from
the D3M even for randomly oriented spin systems. For certain
relative positions of the radicals, MFEs of the order of 25% at
10 mT are possible, both in the absence and in the presence of
isotropic hyperfine interactions of a = 10.3 MHz. Again, the
additional hyperfine interactions have a small damping effect
on the MFEs for moderate field intensities. For the low field
intensities, ‘‘large’’ effects (E4% at 1 mT) appear to result from
the equilateral triangular geometry. This is especially prominent
for the 50 mTmagnetic field, but also present at 1 mT, in particular
for the D3M-only systems. For 50 mT, in D3M-systems, the MFEs
are tiny for all but this particular configuration. Contrarily, if the
hyperfine interaction is present as well, MFEs are observed for a
wide range of distances. While in this particular case the MFE is
predicted to be slightly larger in the isolated radical pair, in general
the D3M-induced MFEs exceed those of the RPM in pairs of
radicals. For example, for 10 mT, three-radical systems can elicit
MFEs of 24.5% (D3M-only) or 23.5% (D3M and HFCs), while
4.5% resulted from the isolated, randomly oriented radical pair.
In the ESI,† we provide more details on the orientational depen-
dence of the MFE. Here, it suffices to note that the anisotropy of
the MFE, i.e., the maximal orientational change relative to the
mean MFE, can be substantial in the three-radical systems
(see Fig. S7, ESI†). For the D3M-only systems, anisotropies of
21.5% and 96.4% for magnetic fields of 1 mT and 100 mT,
respectively are found. Fig. 3 (right) illustrates the field dependence
of the minimal and maximal MFEs of randomly oriented three-spin
systems as a function of the magnetic field. We see that the
orientational average favours MFEs at low magnetic fields and
the positive MFEs over those found for the B0-field perpendicular
to the membrane plane. In particular, in the rotationally averaged
samples, the MFEs already arise at markedly smaller field
intensities than for the perpendicular field direction, 0.03 vs.
0.3 mT (compare Fig. 3B and C). Fig. S8 in the ESI† shows the
orientation dependence of the field-dependence of the MFE.
The onset behaviour is not dissimilar to that observed for
Fig. 5 MFE of the average of the recombination yield when the magnetic
field is oriented randomly with respect to the plane of the radicals. Details
as for Fig. 4 apply. Without hyperfine (left) and with hyperfine (right,
a = 10.3 MHz), field intensities from top to bottom: 50 mT, 1 mT and 10 mT.
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radical pairs (in the presence of the EED). However, the MFEs
can be larger for the D3M by a factor of more than 3.
3.4 Effects of the exchange interaction
The exchange coupling is expected to impact upon the spin
dynamics of adjacent radicals. In diradicals in solution, i.e., for
averaged electron–electron dipolar interactions but relatively
constant exchange interaction, characteristic MFEs can result
from the S/T-crossing.
70,71 For immobilized radical pairs, similar
degeneracies of the electronic terms can ensue as a function of the
dipolar coupling and the external magnetic field.72 Here, the
exchange coupling could compensate for the non-zero electron–
electron dipolar interaction, thereby boosting MFEs and their
anisotropies at low magnetic fields. Motivated by these findings,
we have analysed the dependence of our model of peroxyl radical
recombination in membranes on the exchange coupling inter-
action. Fig. 6(A) shows the dependency of the MFE of the radical
recombination yield for the RPM as a function of the magnetic
field and the exchange interaction. The magnetic field was
oriented perpendicular to the membrane, i.e., perpendicular
to the RP axis. For large |J|, the MFE is characterized by the
crossing of the S state and a superposition state of T+ and T.
Disregarding the hyperfine interaction, the crossing field, Bc,
can be calculated analytically. We find:
gmBBc
h
¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4J2  dJ  1
2
d2
r
(18)
with J = JA,B and d = dA,B 4 0 denoting the largest eigenvalue of
the electron–electron dipolar coupling tensor. For Bc = 0, the
crossings occur for J ¼ 1
4
d and J ¼ 1
2
d, in agreement with,72
but using a different convention for the dipolar coupling
parameter.
In Fig. 6A, Bc, as given by eqn (18), has been overlaid on the
MFEs (dashed lines). It is apparent that the expression predicts
the location of the positive MFEs for larger, in absolute value,
exchange coupling constants. For these regions, the involved
superposition state of T+ and T, approaches the pure states
T and T+, for positive and negative J, respectively, suggesting
that the scenario is similar to that for S/T-crossing in the
absence of electron–electron dipolar coupling. For smaller J,
the hyperfine and the exchange coupling have to be treated on
an equal footing and complex MFEs ensure. Fig. 6B gives the
magnetic field intensities that are necessary to elicit MFEs of
1% and 5%, regardless of their sign. Two regions of high low-
field sensitivity are evident around J =0.53d and J = +0.35d, for
which a 1% MFE can be induced by magnetic fields as small as
0.24 mT and 0.35 mT, respectively. For J = 0, a markedly higher
field of 1 mT is necessary.
Fig. 6C–E addresses the J-dependence in the three-spin scenario.
In order to highlight the effect due to the D3M mechanism, no
hyperfine interactions have been considered here. The density
plots in Fig. 6C and D give the maximal and minimal MFE
realizable through the presence of the third radical. The plots
show a positive peak of the MFE for large | J|, which resembles
that found above for the radical pair scenario and is attributed
to a level crossing of S and T+/T-states. However, here, it is
shifted to lower field intensities compared to Bc, eqn (18), for
the radical pair at contact. Furthermore, the MFEs could be
larger for the D3M-coupled three-radical system than for the
radical pair. What is, however, even more remarkable is the fact
that the MFEs in the low-field region do not vanish for large | J|.
In particular, Fig. 6C and D shows marked MFEs in the B0o 1 mT
region regardless of J, which are absent from the RPM model,
Fig. 6B, except for the two peculiar Js identified above (i.e. 0.53d,
+0.35d). This is even more prominent in Fig. 6E, which plots the
field intensities that are necessary to elicit MFEs of 1% and 5% as a
function of J. This plot reveals the following: firstly, in general,
lower magnetic field intensities are necessary to generate a 1%
MFE for the D3M than for the RPM acting on radical pairs.
Secondly, large | J| values do not necessarily have a detrimental
effect on the low-field sensitivity. E.g., a 1% effect results from
Earth-like magnetic field intensities of 56 mT in the presence of a
385 MHz exchange coupling. Any exchange coupling in the
range of 200–600 MHz gave rise to similar effects. For negative
J, slightly larger field intensities are required, which, however,
are still smaller than for the RPM. E.g., for 32 MHz, a field
intensity of 0.1 mT was required.
4 Discussion
D3M offers a pathway to unorthodox MFEs. For systems with
non-zero hyperfine interactions, D3M can both boost and
Fig. 6 (A) The MFE for the two-radical radical system when exchange is
included. An isotropic hyperfine constant of 10.3 MHz was used and the
dipolar interactions were included. B0 is perpendicular to the radical axis.
(B) The magnetic field required for a MFE of 1% (red) and 5% (blue) for the
same system as in panel A as a function of the exchange interaction. (C and
D) The minimal and maximal MFEs for the three-radical system when
exchange is included. The hyperfine interaction is not included, but the
dipolar interactions were taken into account. B0 is perpendicular to the
plane made by the three-radicals. (E) The field intensity for a MFE of 1%
(red) and 5% (blue) for the three-radical system used in (C and D).
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suppress MFEs relative to those expected from the classical
RPM depending on the position of the third radical. For low
fields, it can give rise to MFEs of altered sign (such as those
shown in Fig. 4 for B0 = 50 mT). Unlike the RPM in radical pairs,
D3M is applicable to radicals without hyperfine interactions
and for Dg = 0. This is an important realisation, as it suggests
MFEs for a large class of radical reactions that have not been
assumed magnetosensitive. One system of this kind where this
could be important is the recombination of two RO2 radicals.
Here, magnetosensitivity was previously precluded, because of
a presumed lack of hyperfine interactions that resulted from the
electron density being concentrated on the oxygen atom.57,62
This assumption is contrary to our investigation as summarized
above, which does suggest significant non-zero hyperfine inter-
actions of the vicinal protons. While this finding does suggest
MFEs due to the pairwise RPM, the D3M mechanism might
nonetheless be relevant as it can produce stronger MFEs and
explain a remarkable low-field sensitivity, which is robust in the
presence of large exchange couplings.
As a consequence of the D3M, characteristics of the field
dependence of the recombination yield (size of MFEs, width,
LFE) will depend on radical concentration. We can estimate the
required concentrations for the model of a circular ‘‘micro-
reactor’’ containing a radical pair and an additional radical. We
calculate the expectation value of the MFE if the radical and the
radical pair are independently distributed over this microreactor
while conforming to the excluded volume requirements resulting
from the finite size of the radicals:
wr ¼
1
V
ðOR
0
dcddc
ð2p
0
djc
ðp=2
0
dWab
ðOR
0
dabddab
 I dc;jc; dab; Wabð Þwr ra dab; Wabð Þ; rb dab; Wabð Þ; rc dc;jcð Þð Þ;
(19)
where the indicator function I is given by:
I(dc,jc,dab,Wab) =Y(2R rac)Y(2R rbc)Y(O R ra)Y(O R rb),
(20)
with Y denoting the Heaviside theta function and the location
of radical A and B in the membrane plane, i.e., xy-plane,
given by
ra,b(dab,Wab) = xˆ(dab  R cosWab)  yˆR sin Wab. (21)
Here, the upper sign refers to radical A and the lower to B. The
Cartesian unit vectors have been represented by hatted quantities.
The location of radical C is
rc(dc,jc) = xˆdc cosjc + yˆdc sinjc. (22)
The indicator function ensures that the radicals are always
separated by at least 2R and that the radicals are confined
within the microreactor of radius O. V is the phase space
volume, i.e., the value of the integral over the indicator function.
Fig. 7 summarizes the dependence of the MFE on the size of
the microreactor for O up to 10R. For the scenario that the
external magnetic field is perpendicular to the membrane
plane and that the EED coupling is the only relevant interaction
between the radicals (D3M-only), we find that the MFE
decreases to approximately 30% as the surface concentration
increases to approximately 0.5 nm2. For the highest possible
concentration, which corresponds to an equilateral arrange-
ment of the three radicals in mutual contact within a micro-
reactor of radius O ¼ 2ffiffiffi
3
p þ 1
 
R, the MFE amounts to 32%.
Note, however, that in many respects the MFEs associated with
Fig. 7 MFEs resulting from the D3M for circular microreactors. For panel
A, the magnetic field of the top and middle rows are perpendicular to the
membrane plane. The top row indicates a system without hyperfine
interactions, the middle indicates the case when the hyperfine coupling
constant in all 3 radicals is 10.3 MHz and the bottom row indicates the
orientational average of the top row (dashed lines represent the unique
case of the radicals in an equilateral triangle geometry). Panel A scans the
magnetic field, and panel B shows the MFEs as a function of the surface
concentration. All the other parameters are the same as for Fig. 3.
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the equilateral triangular configuration do not appear as a
smooth progression of the MFE at lower surface concentration.
It is furthermore noteworthy that the MFE increases faster
at low concentrations, i.e., for surface concentrations below
0.15 nm2, than for the higher concentrations. While large
effects are obviously favoured by high concentrations, for
O = 10R, which corresponds to a surface concentration of
merely 0.047 nm2, a respectable MFE of 5% ensues none-
theless. If both EED interactions and HFIs are considered, the
MFEs at high surface concentrations resemble those for the
D3M-only scenario. At low concentrations, on the other hand,
the presence/relevance of the RPM is obvious, which leads to a
levelling off of the MFE at 13% for small concentrations. The
trend of the MFE vs. the microreactor size follows that of the
case for the EED system, in that the MFE increases in absolute
value as the surface concentration increases. A surface concen-
tration of approximately 0.2 nm1 leads to the doubling of the
MFE over that characteristic for isolated radical pairs and the
RPM. For both discussed scenarios the half-saturation widths,
i.e., the magnetic field for which half the saturating MFE is
achieved, increases with increasing surface concentration (see
Fig. S9, ESI†), but it does so in a different way depending on
whether hyperfine interactions are present or not. Furthermore,
for both scenarios, no marked low-field feature is obvious. In
the ESI,† we also present data for confined three-radical systems
subject to the HFI only. For this purely hypothetical scenario, a
large low-field effect peaks at B0 E 0.36 mT ensues. Its size as
well as that of the saturated MFE decreases with increasing
surface concentration (see Fig. S11, ESI†).
We have also extended this analysis to spin systems that are
randomly oriented with respect to the external magnetic field
(powder average). Remarkably, in this scenario, a feature resem-
bling the LFE of the RPM is evident from the magnetic field
dependence even in the absence of HFIs, as is shown in Fig. 7.
While this peak of positive MFE resembles that of the hyperfine
interaction-derived low-field effect, it here is the result of the EED-
mediated process, which gives rise to spiky features at low fields,
as anticipated from ref. 29. The low-field peak is located at
approximately 0.8 mT and its amplitude increases with increasing
surface concentration up to 0.2 nm1, beyond which it is approxi-
mately constant at 2%. At higher fields, the usual response and
trends as described above apply. As the saturated MFE grows, in
absolute value, faster than the low-field feature, its relative
amplitude decreases as the microreactor radius is reduced.
Fig. S10 in the ESI† summarizes the characteristics observed
for this new kind of LFE.
It is generally remarkable that the third radical can induce
effects from a remote distance. The nature of this effect is
position- and orientation-dependent, as shown in Fig. 4 and in
the ESI† (Fig. S4). Yet, the net effect does not disappear when
the powder average of the system is taken; cf. Fig. 5. Although
assumed in our calculations above, the third radical does not
necessarily have to be of the same kind as those forming the
reactive radical pair. In particular, more stable radicals such as
those derived from radical scavengers could act as the third, i.e.,
‘‘bystander’’, radical. Ultimately, this could mean that radical
scavengers, while acting to reduce the effect of dangerous free
radicals, could promote MFEs via the D3M as they give rise to
long-lived radical species upon scavenging ROS, etc.73 These
MFEs could enhance or counteract the accumulation of free
radical damage depending on the relative position, the properties
of the individual radicals and the magnetic field intensity, as
outlined above.
An important property of the D3M is the immunisation to
large exchange coupling, which is evident in Fig. 6(C–E). This
property is expected to be particularly relevant to radical reactions
that involve bond formation (and thus positive Jex), in systems of
reduced mobility, for which no efficient pathways for radical
separation and re-encounters are available. This evidently applies
to many radical reactions in membranes or other biological
environments. For these systems, the average exchange inter-
action of the reactive radical pair is expected to dominate over
magnetic interactions. However, if a third radical were present,
comparably large MFEs could be facilitated even for low fields as
shown in Fig. 6. This might be one of the reasons why MFEs in
biological systems are often found to be associated with conditions
of oxidative stress. Such effects are, for example, detailed in the
review by Valko et al.74 The magnetosensitivity of such reactions
could in principle have a significant impact on the long-term risk
assessment of magnetic field exposure, as oxidative stress has been
linked to the pathogenesis of several human diseases including,
notably, cancer.75 Clearly, many more experimental and theoretical
studies will be necessary to substantiate or refute this possible link.
Here, we only provide one more puzzle stone to our understanding
of which processes are to be considered in the first place.
As a consequence of the possible dependence of MFEs on
concentration, as we propose here, we suggest that study protocols,
in particular in the biological context, ought to not only control the
exposure conditions, but also regulate and document absolute
radical concentrations. Only in this way can the reproducibility of
the results be ensured, the underlying MFE be fully characterized
and its mechanism unequivocally established. Conversely, it is
not inconceivable that the irreproducibility haunting many
exposure studies of biological systems resulted from concentration-
dependent shifts in the MFE-generating mechanisms.
In principle, interesting MFEs could also result from the
dipolar interaction between more than three radicals. While the
mechanism only requires passing encounters of radicals, these
encounters are obviously progressively less likely as the number
of radicals increases. The exceptions to this are reactions in
which radicals are generated with high local concentrations,
e.g., such as in the context of ionising radiation interacting with
biological tissue. In ion-beam therapy, huge local concentrations
of hydroxyl radicals ensue in the surroundings of the so-called
Bragg peak.76,77 While their short lifetime surely required high
magnetic fields to induce MFEs, these radical clusters could be
subject to MFEs due to a DnM with n 4 3.
On the whole, our results show that, in theory, unusual
MFEs are possible in the oxidative degradation of phospholipids.
This could provide an explanation for the unorthodox MFEs
observed in ref. 51. Yet, we refrain at this stage from a direct
comparison, as high-quality data of the field-dependence of the
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MFE are currently lacking, both, for complex in vivo systems and
in vitro models. However, our calculations do reproduce the
conclusion that the rate of lipid peroxidation of 1,2-dioleoyl-
phosphatidylcholine liposomes increases even with small fields.33
5 Conclusions
We have presented model calculations that demonstrate that
the recombination of lipid peroxyl radicals is expected to be
magnetosensitive. We showed that this magnetosensitivity is
underpinned by the classical hyperfine mechanism, i.e., the
RPM, as acting in radical encounter pairs, and, if the local
radical concentration is sufficient, the dipolarly mediated spin
dynamics in groups of three radicals (D3M). Our suggestion of
an RPM-based MFE of the symmetric recombination reaction of
peroxyl radicals is in deviance with previous suggestions, which
opposed this possibility with reference to the supposedly strong
localisation of the spin density on the oxygen in the peroxyl
groups, which precluded significant hyperfine interactions.
Here, we have employed DFT calculations to show that this
picture is ill-conceived, significant HFIs are observed for the
vicinal proton and, to a lesser extent, a few other protons, and
that RPM-derived MFEs are possible. These RPM-MFEs are,
however, strongly impacted by the electron–electron dipolar
coupling and the exchange interaction in the radical pair at
contact, which suppresses marked effects to weak magnetic
fields, i.e., the well known low-field effect.
We show that the D3M model, previously introduced in
ref. 29, is relevant to the considered scenario of peroxyl radical
recombination if the local surface concentration is of the order
of 0.1 nm1. This alternative mechanism has interesting properties:
the third radical can induce effects even if it acts only as a remote
‘‘bystander’’, and is not involved in the actual recombination
process by means other than its long-range electron–electron
dipolar coupling interaction. A large variety of MFEs can result from
this interaction, as shown above. The D3M could be particularly
relevant for the low-field response of the recombination process.
This is the consequence of two surprising effects. Firstly, in the
presence of the third radical, the D3M-MFEs are to some degree
immunized to the effect of strong exchange interactions, which
are expected to reign in the recombination processes under
bond-formation. Second, a low-field effect-like feature emerges
from the D3M for randomly oriented samples. While this was
anticipated based on our previous study of idealized three-radical
systems,29 it is remarkable that it generalizes to the more realistic
conditions (e.g., explicit consideration of recombination) used here
and emerges despite the short lifetime of the three-radical system.
This result demonstrates that, besides the RPM, the D3M is a
second mechanism for a dedicated low-field response of radical
reactions. An important conclusion of our study is that MFEs in
lipid autoxidation, as well as more generally, could potentially
depend on the absolute radical concentrations as a consequence of
its impact on the probability of three-radical encounters. This
stipulates that studies of the effect of magnetic fields on biological
systems should also report radical concentrations and procedures
to ensure a constant radical background and antioxidant levels.
Any parameter that impacts radical accumulation, e.g., light
exposure, ought to be strictly controlled. In this context it is
interesting to note that biological MFEs, i.e., MFEs on the level
of cells or entire organisms, are often implicated with oxidative
stress and/or radical promoting pre-exposures. Here we have
established the plausibility of arguments of this form, and it is
our hope that further experimental studies along these lines
will be conducted, moving us ever closer to a comprehensive
understanding of the mysteries of MFEs in biology.
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